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ABSTRACT

In partially ionized plasma, where ions can be in different ionization states, each charge state can be described as a different fluid for the
purpose of multi-ion collisional transport. In the case of two charge states, transport pushes plasma toward equilibrium, which is found to be
a combination of local charge-state equilibrium and generalized pinch relations between ion fluids representing different charge states.
Combined, these conditions lead to a dramatic deconfinement of ions. This deconfinement happens on the timescale similar but not identical
to the multi-ion cross-field transport timescale, as opposed to electron–ion transport timescale in fully ionized plasma. Deconfinement occurs
because local charge-state equilibration enforces the disparity in diamagnetic drift velocities of ion fluid components, which in turn leads to
the cross-field transport due to ion–ion friction.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0114967

I. INTRODUCTION
A new deconfinement mechanism is identified in partially ionized

and magnetized plasma. Partially ionized plasma is a plasma where
some atomic nuclei retain some of their bound electrons. In partially
ionized plasma where ions can be in different ionization states, these
states can be modeled as fluids of different species for the purpose of
describing multi-ion collisional transport. However, these fluids can
transform into one another via ionization and recombination, which is
not the case in fully ionized plasma. As such, transport in partially ion-
ized plasma is different from transport in fully ionized plasma. In fact,
we show here that ionization and recombination combined with multi-
ion cross-field transport lead to a dramatic increase in ion deconfine-
ment. We also uncover the new physical mechanism behind it.

Significant progress in the understanding of transport in partially
ionized plasmas has been made in the parameter regime of the mix of
single-ionized ions and neutrals. In particular, relevant transport prop-
erties were derived in Refs. 1–3. These results became a basis to study
tokamak scrape-off layer, such as in Refs. 4–12. More recently, the
same case was also studied in Ref. 13.

The case of multiple charge states is less explored in the literature
than is the case of singly ionized plasma and neutrals. More often than
not, transport in such cases is found by using ad hoc diffusion coeffi-
cients, which match experimental observations, such as in Refs. 14–16.
In addition to multiple-charge-state effects playing a role in hot

fusion-grade plasmas, particularly in high-Z impurity transport, as
indicated above, these effects may also be expected in low-temperature
plasma devices, particularly, mass separation devices employing par-
tially ionized magnetized plasma.17–29 Therefore, there is a need to
provide a first-principle explanation of transport in partially ionized
plasma where ions can be in multiple charge states. This paper identi-
fies the key new mechanisms at play and shows how large and unan-
ticipated new effects may occur.

The difficulty of ions with varying charge states to remain in local
thermodynamic equilibrium while respecting the momentum conser-
vation in collisions between magnetized ions results in two kinds of
mechanisms. First, there is a larger net transport or deconfinement of
all ions. Second, the relative local densities of different charge states
may differ from those in thermal equilibrium, affecting inferences of
plasma parameters such as electron temperature.30,31 Thus, deviations
from local charge-state equilibrium may affect a variety of properties
of plasma, such as the time-dependent radial distributions of the ion
velocities,32 the magnetic field,33–35 the charge-state composition,36 the
electron temperature,30 the ion temperature,37 and the electron densi-
ties31,38 in Z-pinch devices. The electron density can be determined
from the absolute intensities of spectral lines36 and from the ionization
times in the plasma.31

If ions are restricted to only two charge states, we prove here that,
in fact, ion densities are in local charge-state equilibrium, signifying no
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impact of multi-ion transport on spectroscopic inferences. However,
the deviation of relative densities from local plasma equilibrium can be
anticipated to appear in the plasma once ions can be in three or more
charge states. As such, it could be an important extension of the results
presented here to estimate the size of the impact of multi-ion transport
in partially ionized plasma on the densities of constituents. The case of
three or more charge states, however, is out of the scope of this paper;
here, we are content to identify the possibly huge deconfinement effect
that is already present in the two-ion-charge-state case.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, equilibrium in the
two-charge-state case is considered. In Sec. III, cross-field transport
timescale is derived. Section IV summarizes our results and discusses
potential applications.

II. EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS ON ION DENSITY
PROFILES

In the case of ions being in only two charge states, the density
profiles of both charge-state fluids can be found exactly. The equilib-
rium density profiles balance the tension between two types of pro-
cesses that can change the number of ions in a given charge state at a
given spot: non-local and local. The non-local process, which is the
cross-field transport, is ambipolar to the leading order, that is, up to

O
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
me=mi

p" #
or Oðqi=LÞ

2, meaning that if ions can be in charge

states Za and Zb (Za< Zb) and Cs ¼ nsus is the cross-field particle flux
of ions in charge state s, then ZaCa þ ZbCb ¼ 0. This comes from the
following observation. In magnetized plasma, force Fs acting on spe-
cies s leads to an Fs % B drift, particle flux being

Cs ¼
nsFs % B
ZseB2 : (1)

If Fab is the rate of momentum transfer from fluid b to fluid a, then
Fba ¼ &Fab. Consequently, particle flux due to interaction between
fluids s and s0, which is

Css0 ¼
nsFss0 % B
ZseB2 ; (2)

obeys the following relation: ZsCss0 þ Zs0Cs0s ¼ 0. When plasma is out
of equilibrium, ion–ion friction force is much larger than electron–ion
friction force and viscous forces. Therefore, the corresponding particle
flux is also larger and to the leading order Ca is equal to Cab, while Cb

is equal to Cba. It also implies that when plasma is pushed out of equi-
librium due to a change in external forces acting on plasma, there is
timescale separation between ion–ion transport timescale and slower
electron–ion transport timescale, as described in Ref. 39.

The local processes are ionization and recombination, and they
conserve the number of ions, that is, na þ nb, locally. If s is the net rate
of change of particle density in charge state b, then the continuity
equation for fluids a and b can be written in equilibrium as

r ' Ca ¼ &s; (3)

r ' Cb ¼ s: (4)

They can be combined to get

r ' Ca þ Cbð Þ ¼ 0: (5)

Together with the ambipolarity condition ZaCa þ ZbCb ¼ 0, this
leads to Ca ¼ const. If the boundary condition is no ion flux through

the boundary, then particle flux vanishes everywhere, that is,
Ca ¼ Cb ¼ 0. Therefore, both non-local and local processes are in the
state of dynamic equilibrium when plasma itself is in equilibrium as
visualized in Fig. 1. In particular, in equilibrium the rate of ionization
and recombination are the same. Also, in equilibrium, there is no
cross-field transport due to ion–ion friction. As such, density profiles
of charge-state fluids satisfy two constraints. The first is generalized
pinch relations, which are satisfied in the plasma with no net cross-
field transport due to ion–ion friction (see Refs. 39–45 for information
on generalized pinch relations and Ref. 46 for the derivation). In par-
ticular, in the absence of a temperature gradient, they take the form

naeUa=T
$ %1=Za / nbeUb=T

$ %1=Zb
; (6)

where Us is the potential energy of an ion in charge state s. The second
constraint is the local charge-state equilibrium, which is ensured by
the rates of ionization and recombination being equal to each other.
Mathematically, local charge-state equilibrium can be found in the fol-
lowing way in two limits. In a dilute plasma, the corona model

na
nb
¼ f ðTÞ (7)

describes local charge-state equilibrium. It can be applied when
1012t&1I < ne < 1016T7=2

e cm&3, where tI ¼ ðarnbÞ&1 is the ionization
time, ar ¼ 2:7% 10&13Z2

bT
&1=2
e cm3=s, and Te is in the units of eV,

according to the NRL formulary.47 In a dense plasma, the Saha
equilibrium

nbnZb&Za
e

na
¼ f ðTÞ (8)

describes local charge-state equilibrium. Simultaneously, in this case
local charge-state equilibrium is equivalent to local thermodynamic
equilibrium. According to the NRL formulary,47 electron density is
required to be ne ! 7% 1018Z7

bn
&17=2ðTe=EZ

1Þ
1=2 cm&3 in this case if

FIG. 1. Multi-ion cross-field transport in two-charge-state plasma between locations
x1 and x2. Change in density can happen due to ionization or recombination (black
lines), transport of ions in charge state Za (blue) and Zb (red). In equilibrium, all
the lines should represent the same rate of density change. However, multi-ion
cross-field transport obeys ambipolarity condition ZaCa þ ZbCb ¼ 0. As such,
Ca ¼ Cb ¼ 0 and ! i na & !r nb ¼ 0 in the equilibrium.
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initially an ion in charge state a is in the state n and the ionization
energy of that ion is EZ

1. In the case of intermediate density, there are
no simplifying assumptions such as the prevalence of two-body or
three-body recombination, so codes like FLYCHK48 need to be used in
order to find the relative abundance of charge states.

These constraints describe an interesting set of density profiles.
Suppose Ui ( Ue (e.g., this is satisfied for a centrifugal potential).
Then, in thermodynamic equilibrium, when charge-state fluids and
electron fluid are all in equilibrium,

rne
ne
¼ &rUi

T
' hZi
hZðZ þ 1Þi

; (9)

where h' ' 'i denotes ion charge-state average. In two-charge-state
plasma, hXi ¼ ðXana þ XbnbÞ=ðna þ nbÞ. Equation (9) can be
derived in the following way. In thermodynamic equilibrium, all spe-
cies, namely, charge-state fluids a and b and electrons e, obey general-
ized pinch relations, which can be written in the local form

1
Za

rna
na
þrUi

T

& '
¼ 1

Zb

rnb
nb
þrUi

T

& '
; (10)

and (ignoring terms on the order ofOðUe=UiÞ)

1
Za

rna
na
þrUi

T

& '
¼ &rne

ne
: (11)

Note that Eq. (10) can be integrated to get Eq. (6) as treated in Ref. 46.
Equations (10) and (11) can be combined with quasineutrality condi-
tion ne ¼ Zana þ Zbnb to get Eq. (9). Equations (6) and (9) can be
combined with the appropriate local charge-state equilibrium condi-
tion to provide an explicit form of the ion density profiles. For exam-
ple, if ions of charge state b are present only in trace quantities,
hZi ¼ Za and hZðZ þ 1Þi ¼ ZaðZa þ 1Þ, so the equilibrium density
profile becomes.

rne
ne
¼ & rUi

Za þ 1ð ÞT
: (12)

III. CROSS-FIELD TRANSPORT IN TWO-CHARGE-STATE
FLUID MODEL

Suppose that partially ionized plasma is subjected to a change
such as an application of potential U and the goal is to find how
plasma reacts to that change. In order to isolate the ion deconfinement
effect and find out the timescale on which it happens, consider the
case when ion–ion transport is much faster than electron–ion trans-
port (as for why this ordering of transport mechanisms is desirable to
simplify the model, see Appendix). It is easiest to see the combined
effects of collisional cross-field transport and ionization and recombi-
nation if plasma possesses the following qualities. First, assume that
plasma is an isothermal slab immersed in the uniform magnetic field
with all the gradients being perpendicular to the slab boundaries.
Second, assume that there are no neutral particles in the plasma and
ions can be in one of two charge states a and b. Third, assume that the
strength of the magnetic field is such that plasma b is low (b) 1)
and ion Hall parameter Xa=!ab is large (Xa=!ab ( 1). Fourth, assume
that the effects of “charge–exchange-like” collisions, ionization, and
recombination on transport coefficients are limited to an effective

collision frequency such that momentum exchange rate between
charge-state fluids a and b is !abmanaðub & uaÞ, where !ab ¼ !ab;elastic
þ!ab;inelastic þ _na=na. Note that in some cases it is impossible to sepa-
rate elastic and inelastic parts in the collision frequency since ulti-
mately it is a process which obeys the principle of quantum
indistinguishability.49 The fourth assumption also implies that the
ions, which have changed their identity, have the fluid velocity of the
fluid they were a part of before ionization or recombination. Note,
however, that regardless of the details of momentum transfer between
species a and b, the particle flux due to ion–ion collisions is going to
relax to zero in equilibrium because ion–ion transport is ambipolar as
long as momentum transfer takes place between the fluids at the same
point. There could be a change of shape of equilibrium density profiles
by analogy to the effect of thermal force on multi-ion transport.
Overall, taking into account the velocity disparity is not going to
change the conclusions of Sec. II and is not going to change the nature
of the conclusions of Sec. III. Fifth, assume that the change of the
external potential U is happening fast compared to ion–ion collisional
transport timescale but slow compared to faster timescales in the sys-
tem, and the size of this change is small (DU) T).

Once all of these assumptions are satisfied, plasma can be treated
as a collection of three fluids, two of them representing ions in charge
states a and b, and the third representing electrons. Note that the time-
scale of a given cross-field transport mechanism is inversely proportional

FIG. 2. Transport in fully ionized and partially ionized plasma. In fully ionized
plasma, (i) imbalance in flow velocities leads to ion–ion friction and corresponding
cross-field transport. Due to this process, ion densities adjust as to relax the differ-
ence of flow velocities. In partially ionized plasma (ii), once ions in a charge state
move across field lines due to ion–ion friction, they ionize or recombine in order to
maintain local charge-state equilibrium. Consequently, densities of ion fluids are no
longer independent. Because the drift velocities are thus constrained, the plasma
must move as a whole.
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to the size of particle flux C generated by it. Therefore, the fastest colli-
sional transport timescale is the ion–ion transport timescale, which is to
be derived in this section. Because the electron–ion friction force and
viscous force are much smaller than the ion–ion friction force when
plasma is out of equilibrium, the corresponding timescales will be much
longer than the ion–ion transport timescale. The change of magnetic
field can be neglected due to the low-b assumption. Since both charge-
state fluids are comprised of ions of the same mass, temperature equili-
bration between them can be expected to happen quickly. Therefore,
both fluids are assumed to have the same temperature. Also, the lineari-
zation of fluid equations around the equilibrium found in Sec. II is possi-
ble. Transport in partially ionized plasma is shown in Fig. 2.

Despite the fact that the list of necessary assumptions is long, this
set of assumptions describes common situations or close approxima-
tions to common situations. In particular, in a typical tokamak plasma
with tungsten impurities all of the conditions aside from the transport
timescale and the assumption that there are only two charge states
are satisfied. Moreover, the model can accurately describe collisional
transport in helium plasma if the assumptions listed in this section
are satisfied. For example, if parameters similar to an LAPD discharge
aside from ion temperature are taken, that is, ne ¼ 1012 cm&3; Ti

¼ 7 eV; andB ¼ 500G, then gyroradius of Heþ is qa * 1:08 cm, gyro-
frequency of Heþ is Xa * 1:2% 106 s&1, collision frequency of elastic
collisions between Heþ and He2þ is !ab * 1:8% 104 s&1, plasma beta
for ions is 2l0ðna þ nbÞTi=B2 * 1:2% 10&3, and charge-state abun-
dances, according to corona equilibrium, are around 50%. The net ion
charge transport timescale, which is derived later in this section,
becomes sci * 23 ' ð!ab;elastic=!abÞms for a cylindrical plasma with
radius r ¼ 30 cm, which is comparable to the lifetime of an LAPD dis-
charge, which is on the order of+10ms.

The following notation is assumed: ions of mass m can be either
in charge state Za or Zb, density of ions in these states is na and nb,
respectively. All the equations are linearized around the equilibrium,
which is comprised of local charge-state equilibrium and generalized
pinch relations.

Assume that heat transport across the system is infinitely fast,
such that plasma is isothermal. Also assume that density perturbation
is small. With these assumptions, the momentum equation for par-
ticles of type s is

ms
dsus
dt
¼ qsEþ qsus % B& T

rns
ns
þ

X

s0
Rss0

ns
þ Fs: (13)

Here, us is the flow velocity, ds=dt ¼ @=@t þ us 'r, ms is the mass, qs
is the charge, and Rss0 ¼ !ss0msnsðus0 & usÞ is the friction force (note
that thermal friction is zero under the isothermal plasma assumption),
and Fs ¼ &rUs is the external force acting on species s. It is impor-
tant to note that the collision frequency !ss0 in Eq. (13) includes all
processes that participate in the momentum transfer between fluids s
and s0. Equation (13) can be rewritten as

us % b̂ ¼ &E
B
þ 1

Xs

dsus
dt
þ Trns
msnsXs

&

X

s0
Rss0

msnsXs
& Fs
msXs

: (14)

The continuity equation for particles in charge state s is

@ns
@t
þr ' Cs ¼

@ns
@t

& '

i=r
: (15)

Here, ð@ns=@tÞi=r is the change in density of particles in charge state s
due to ionization and recombination. Equations (14) and (15) are line-
arized around final global equilibrium, which is described in Sec. II.
This final equilibrium includes the effect of an external force Fs on
density profiles. The density of fluid s is split into two components
ns þ ~ns, where ns is density in equilibrium and ~ns is the difference
between the density at the given moment of time and the density in
the equilibrium. Under the assumptions made in this section,
~ns=ns ) 1 everywhere. All the other quantities are split into two parts,
equilibrium value and perturbation, in the same way, and the per-
turbed part is denoted by a tilde. Under the assumption that the exter-
nal potential is small, that is, U=T ) 1, density gradients are also
small Lrns=ns ) 1, so the linearized continuity equations are

@~na

@t
¼ &r ' ~Cab þ !r~nb & !i~na; (16)

@~nb

@t
¼ &r ' ~Cba þ !i~na & !r~nb: (17)

Here, !i is the effective ionization rate and !r is the effective recombi-
nation rate, both of which are calculated as linear terms of ð@ns=@tÞi=r
in density perturbation, taken at equilibrium. ~Css0 is particle flux of
fluid s due to momentum transfer with fluid s0. It is the only compo-
nent of particle flux that can have non-zero divergence in low-b
plasma on the ion–ion transport timescale. Given that in the equilib-
rium ua ¼ ub; ~Cab is

~Cab ¼
!ab
Xa

na ~ub & ~uað Þ % b̂: (18)

Here, !ab is momentum transfer frequency between fluids a and b.
Note that !ab is higher than it would be if a and b were ions of differ-
ent species because momentum can be transferred due to ionization or
recombination, as well as due to collisions similar to “charge–
exchange,” which are resonant since a and b are ions of same species.
~Cba ¼ &Za~Cab=Zb since ion–ion transport is ambipolar.

In the projection of Eq. (14) on the direction of gradients, the terms
/ Fs and /E are included in the leading order, momentum transfer
term /Rss0 is small, and polarization drift term / 1=Xs 'dsus=dt is
small. Therefore, in the first order, the only remaining term is diamag-
netic drift term. The perturbation of the drift velocity up to the first
order is

~us ¼ &
r~ns % b̂

ns

T
msXs

: (19)

Linearized continuity equations become

@~na

@t
¼ !abT

maX2
a

r2~na &
!baT

mbXaXb
r2~nb þ !r~nb & !i~na; (20)

@~nb

@t
¼ !baT

mbX2
b

r2~nb &
!abT

maXaXb
r2~na þ !i~na & !r~nb: (21)

Equations (20) and (21) can be solved by spatial-spectral decomposi-
tion and then individually for each eigenmode of Laplace operator r2

in the domain of interest. For any particular eigenmode of Laplace
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operator, which has eigenvalue of &k2 (e.g., in slab geometry Nth
mode has eigenvalue kN ¼ pN=L), a substitution r2 ! &k2 can be
done so the equations for ~na and ~nb become

@~na

@t
¼ & !abT

maX2
a

k2 þ !i

 !
~na þ

!baT
mbXaXb

k2 þ !r
& '

~nb; (22)

@~nb

@t
¼ & !baT

mbX2
b

k2 þ !r

 !
~nb þ

!abT
maXaXb

k2 þ !i
& '

~na: (23)

Equations (22) and (23) form a system of two coupled linear ODEs.
As such, they have two eigenvalues k, which correspond to two expo-
nentially changing solutions [/ exp ðktÞ]. In particular, if Eqs. (22)
and (23) are rewritten in the form

@~na

@t
¼ &Aaa~na þ Aab~nb; (24)

@~nb

@t
¼ Aba~na & Abb~nb; (25)

then rates of change of density perturbations are

k6 ¼ &
Aaa þ Abb

2
6

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Aaa þ Abb

2

& '2

þ AabAba & AaaAbb

s

: (26)

Momentum conservation implies mana!ab ¼ mbnb!ba. Charge-state
equilibrium implies !ina ¼ !rnb, although this identity is exact when
!i and !r are actual ionization and recombination rate, respectively,
while we define them as effective rates. Note that this identity still
stands in many cases when plasma is close to charge-state equilibrium.
Given these identities, the following expressions can be obtained:

Aaa þ Abb ¼
!abT
maX2

a

þ !baT
mbX2

b

 !
k2 þ !i þ !r ; (27)

AabAba & AaaAbb ¼ &
k2T
m

!r!ab
1
Xb
& 1

Xa

& '2

: (28)

A useful corollary of these expressions is that k6 , 0 in all cases, and
k6 ¼ 0 only if !i ¼ !r ¼ 0 (no ionization or recombination).
Therefore, the densities of individual plasma components reach equi-
librium and there is no instability. Plasma has two modes that decay to
equilibrium at the rates jk&j and jkþj.

In the limiting case, !i ¼ !r ¼ 0 (when a and b are different spe-
cies): kþ ¼ 0,

k& ¼ &k2
!abT
maX2

a

þ !baT
mbX2

b

 !
; (29)

which coincides with Ref. 43. k& has the meaning of the inverse of
multi-ion collisional transport timescale in this case.

Another limiting case is a sufficiently large system, such that

!abT
maX2

a

þ !baT
mbX2

b

 !
k2 ) !i þ !r : (30)

Physically that means that ionization and recombination happen
much faster than collisional cross-field transport. Equivalently, this is

the case of the infinite, homogeneous plasma (k! 0) where transport
is absent. Then,

k& * & !i þ !rð Þ; (31)

kþ * &
k2T
m

!r
!i þ !r

!ab
1
Xb
& 1

Xa

& '2

: (32)

In this case, both eigenvalues correspond to processes with a clear
physical meaning. To see that, note that if Eq. (30) is satisfied and
k ¼ k& is used in Eqs. (22) and (23), then

~na þ ~nb

~na
¼ k& þ Aaa þ Aab

Aab
¼ O

k2T
maX2

a

!ab
!i þ !r

 !
: (33)

It can be seen that k& represents local charge-state equilibration, while
kþ represents global equilibration associated with cross-field transport.
Since jk&j( jkþj, plasma quickly approaches local charge-state equi-
librium everywhere, and then adjusts total densities in order to reach
global equilibrium. Another corollary of this statement is that spectro-
scopic inferences from the ratio of densities remain the same even if
multi-ion transport is included as long as ions can be only in two
charge states and plasma obeys condition set in Eq. (30).

Ion charge transport across magnetic field lines is characterized
by the change in total ion charge ~qci ¼ Za~na þ Zb~nb in the slower-
varying mode. To see the size of ion charge transport, consider
k ¼ kþ so

Za~na þ Zb~nb

~na
¼ Zakþ þ ZaAaa þ ZbAab

Aab
: (34)

In the large system where Eq. (30) is satisfied,

Za~na þ Zb~nb

~na
* Za

!i
!r
þ Zb: (35)

This highlights a major difference in the nature of transport in
partially ionized plasma. Ion charge density is no longer conserved in
such plasma even if cross-field transport happens due to ion–ion fric-
tion. This ion deconfinement happens on the timescale

sci ¼
~qci

@~qci=@t
¼ jkþj&1: (36)

Alternatively, it can be written as

sci ¼
e2B2

k2Tm
Z2
aZ

2
b

Zb & Zað Þ2
na þ nb
na!ab

1þ O
k2T
maX2

a

!ab
!i þ !r

 !" #
: (37)

Net ion charge moves across field lines dramatically

(O
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mi=me

p" #
) faster in partially ionized plasma compared to fully

ionized plasma. To see it, note that a lower bound on the electron–ion
transport timescale in fully ionized plasma is sie;tr ¼ ðs&1ae;tr þ s&1be;trÞ

&1,
where sae;tr and sbe;tr can be found, following Ref. 43, as RHS of Eq.
(29) with substitutions b! e and a! e, respectively. After some
simplifications using the assumptionsma¼mb andme=ma ) 1,

sci
sie;tr
¼ ma

2me

& '1=2 !ab
!ab;elastic

nanb Zb & Zað Þ2

2ne þ naZ2
a þ nbZ2

b

$ %
na þ nbð Þ

: (38)
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Note that Eq. (38) describes the ratio of net ion charge transport
timescales in partially ionized plasma and fully ionized plasma. Unlike
in fully ionized plasma where multi-ion transport leads to ion stratifi-
cation while conserving local ion charge density,39,46 in partially ion-
ized plasma multi-ion transport leads to plasma moving across
magnetic field lines as a whole. Moreover, this result relies only on the
existence of an ion density perturbation in partially ionized plasma. As
such, ion deconfinement is going to happen whenever the ion density
is out of equilibrium. For example, if plasma consists of background
ion species and an impurity species, which is present in multiple
charge states, then, if the background ion species moves across field
lines, the impurity is going to move across magnetic field lines due to
the interplay between ionization and collisions between ions in differ-
ent charge states.

IV. DISCUSSION
Partial-ionization deconfinement effect in magnetized plasma

has been identified. Partially ionized plasma has both cross-field trans-
port due to ion–ion friction and ionization and recombination.
Combined, these processes result in plasma as a whole being decon-
fined on multi-ion transport timescale as opposed to fully ionized
plasma, which is deconfined only on electron–ion transport timescale,
Oð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
me=mi

p
Þ slower. Virtually all plasmas that include high-Z species

are not fully ionized, but much of the existing analytic transport theory
does not include the possibility of transition between charge states.
This paper describes the physical phenomena occurring due to these
transitions using first-principles.

The main differences in cross-field transport in partially ionized
plasma compared to fully ionized plasma are twofold. First, charge-
state fluids can exchange momentum between each other not only due
to the usual Coulomb collisions but also due to charge–exchange colli-
sions and pickup current. Second, partially ionized plasma has fewer
degrees of freedom to relax the imbalance in flow velocities of fluids,
which comprise the plasma due to local charge-state equilibrium being
enforced by ionization and recombination, which results in extra
transport. Perhaps the most important difference between transport in
partially ionized plasma and fully ionized plasma is that movement of
net ion charge in low-b plasma becomes possible even on the ion–ion
transport timescale, as opposed to fully ionized plasma where it hap-
pens on the electron–ion timescale. This can result in dramatic decon-
finement whenever there is a change in external force, such as
centrifugal force like in plasma mass filters, acting on plasma. While
the deconfinement effect identified here may be the most dramatic
effect, it is also noteworthy that there is a charge transport effect that
results in net current across field lines, an effect that in and of itself
may be quite significant because, in general, so few processes lead to
such currents.

In this paper, the simplest model is considered in order to isolate
ion deconfinement effect. However, there are many ways in which it
can be extended. While in two-charge-state case plasma reaches equi-
librium when there is local charge-state equilibrium and no ion–ion
cross-field transport, that would not necessarily be the case if ions can
be in three or more charge states. Another extension is adding temper-
ature gradient to the model. Yet, another extension could be a problem
of background species and partially ionized species. This type of analy-
sis could be important for the understanding of high-Z impurity
transport.
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APPENDIX: ELECTRON–ION TRANSPORT
CONSIDERATIONS

Electron–ion transport and viscous transport are not included
in the model considered in this paper in order to isolate the decon-
finement effect and not focus on the full dynamics, which are com-
plicated due to the following reason. The number of the pathways
to change the density of individual charge states limits the problems
that can be solved analytically. Consider continuity equation in
multispecies plasma:

@ns
@t
¼ &r '

X

s0
Css0 þ ss: (A1)

Here, Css0 is particle flux of species s due to collisions with species s0,
ss is the source term due to ionization/recombination, and different
charge states are treated as separate species. Suppose that all ions
are of the same chemical element and can be in two charge states a
and b. If s is the local net rate of ionization and recombination,

@na
@t
¼ &r ' Caa þ Cab þ Caeð Þ & s; (A2)

@nb
@t
¼ &r ' Cba þ Cbb þ Cbeð Þ þ s; (A3)

@ne
@t
¼ &r ' Cea þ Ceb þ Ceeð Þ þ s Zb & Zað Þ: (A4)

Clearly, if viscous transport is significant (Css is not subdominant),
then the problem already becomes complicated. However, since
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cross-field viscosity is an FLR effect, there can be some plasmas
where viscous transport is small compared to the frictional trans-
port, for example, in Ref. 39. Then,

@na
@t
¼ &r ' Cab þ Caeð Þ & s; (A5)

@nb
@t
¼ &r ' Cba þ Cbeð Þ þ s; (A6)

@ne
@t
¼ &r ' Cea þ Cebð Þ þ s Za & Zbð Þ: (A7)

However, there is a degree of freedom remaining, since there are
three constraints on four variables (Cab, Cae, Cbe, and s). Therefore,
even in the presence of the electron–ion frictional transport, indi-
vidual mechanisms are no longer required to be in the detailed bal-
ance (i.e., they do not have to vanish individually in the
equilibrium). In turn, this means that there can be conveyor-belt-
type equilibrium: ionization at the one end of the system, recombi-
nation at the other end of the system, and collisional cross-field
transport to move ions between those ends. As such, if electron–ion
transport is not negligible compared to ion–ion transport, then
additional physics may arise, thus obscuring the ion deconfinement
effect.
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